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Fragrant, three or so women here, perfume, curled brown hair on women, mellow friendly 
atmosphere. Something is hanging from the ceiling or from above by three or so thin threads of pale 
gray color, the item hanging is like the rim of a wheel but pale in color. Nothing feels moving, things 
stay where they are. Like a rose garden. 

I accidentally saw the lower border of the image which is gray and looked like mountains, I 
therefore have to end this session now. I saw it when I came back from the drawing program, at 
which I click the internet browser icon on the lower border of my computer screen to open the 
internet browser, during this I cover the screen with my drawing tablet except for a tiny part of the 
lower border to see the icons in order to open this text editor on top of the screen without seeing 
the target image that is now behind the text box, but there was a mishap where I raised the tablet a 
bit too much up and accidentally saw the lower part of the image. 

1:15 PM End RV. 

I regret that I saw the lower border of the target image at which I had to cancel this session 
prematurely before any probing of elements or further work, but this is one of the most incredible 
RV sessions and should be a memorable one, what an amazing target image and how well I drew it! 
This session gets a grade A for correlation. 

1:21 PM End session. 

Image source https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pchte2014.JPG
Image link https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/c/c0/Pchte2014.JPG/450px-
Pchte2014.JPG

ELEMENTS

IE. Fragrance perfume. 

IE. Three or so women, one has curled brown hair. 

IE. Three or so thin threads hold up an item. 

IE. Item held up by threads. 


